Brandon B. Kelly --Eagle Consulting

Author •Motivational Speaker • Success Strategist
Inspiring others to achieve their dreams and even meet Kings as they
Raise their High Bar of Performance!
Is your school looking for a positive way to empower your
students and faculty while meeting district and state needs for
bullying, suicide prevention, and setting goals after school?
Then look no further to Brandon Kelly.
In fifth grade the bullying got so bad that he started to protect
himself, then he was inducted into a gang for his own
protection. By sixth grade a scout mentor helped him get out
of the gang and start to leave a legacy of training, leadership,
setting life changing goals, and setting state records.
In his teenage years he faced living on his own, uncertainty,
excelling in sports, fighting cancer, going to college early, and
completing a bucket-list of 2000 plus items. He then managed
to survive two accidents with dump trucks.
Your students will learn how to recognize and deal with bullies.
They will learn how to become a H.E.R.O, and how to overcome
life’s hurdles with Brandon’s system for setting and achieving
goals with a high bar to measure.

-Everyone needs a H.E.R.O. to stop Bullying
-Hurdles and High bars, Guide to Overcoming
Obstacles and Improving Everyday Performance
-Believe in Kings as your Achieve your Dreams
How to envision and achieve your goals
-MAP System: Measure, Apply, Perform
-BOLD Leadership Best Overall Leadership &
Development
-EAGLE method Everyone Achieve Greatness Leading
by Example
-Time Value of Time Management
-Life’s Lanterns, How to survive anything and still glow
----Customized per client needs

He has had leadership and adventure in all 50 states and in 30+ countries including having been presented the 2 nd
highest award for serving youth in Scouting around the world by the HRH King of Sweden while a guest of the HMS
Queen of England in 2007. He has completed Bachelors in Business, an MBA, and a Doctorate in Entreprenurioral
Acquisitions from London, England.
Brandon is a professional speaker and trainer, as well as a business expert. He is finishing his second and third
book The ABC’s of Business Survival, Revival, and Thrival in the modern economy and the Watermark Principles. His
amazing story will motivate and inspire your school to achieve the best they can!
Brandon has extensive experience in many facets of
leadership, management and business. He directed
the start-up of four businesses and served VP of
Sales and also as CEO.

Past venues and events include:

∙ National Order of the Arrow Conventions
∙ American Free Enterprise Project
∙ Utah State University Program Graduation
∙ Future Business Leaders of America Finals
∙ Local Chambers, Schools, and Organizations
∙ +Many other venues
Book Brandon Kelly for your next convention, workshop, or training
801-547-8151 Brandon@TheBrandonKelly.com • www.TheBrandonKelly.com

